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BOOK REVIEWS
An Apache Life-Way, by Morris E. Dpler.... Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1941. $5.00.
The Social Organization of the Western Apache~ by Grenville Goodwin.
Chicago: The University of~hicagoPress, 1942 • $4·50.
My Adventures .in Zuni, by Frank' Hamilton -Cushing. Santa Fe: The
Peripatetic Press; 1941. $7.50. e
The Folk Culture of Yucatan:;-by Robert Redfield. Chicago: The Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, '1941. $3.50.
During the present r-ear, knowledge of Southwestern' anthropology
has been considerably enriched by the publication of several books.
These monographs are of particular interest not only to scholars of
aboriginal cultures but also to those whose interests lie in the fields of
New ~exico and Arizona history and literature.
Two of these works deal with the Apache Indians. We are indebted
to Dr. Dpler. for being the first to raise the scientific curtain on a little-
known heritage of the Southwest. The names of Geronimo,Mangus
Colorado, Victorio, Loco, arid Cochise have been bywords for three
generations; but most of the cultural background and many of the local
conditions it} which these historic figures operated were entirely un-
known. In An Apache Life-Way, Dpler has given a complete picture of
Chiricahua Apache life and behavior. The organization of material
deviates interestingly from the prosaic ethnologic form, a factor which
adds much to literary yalue and appeal. The account traces the indi-
vidual's life cyCle from -birth to 4eath.
The reader is acquainted with _Chiricahua sociology and religion
through the eyes of a developing Chiricahua individual who was being
subjected to the socialiiation necessary for complete adjustment to this
particular culture. Economic and material items are ingeniously inter-
woven into the general picture.. Direct quotations from informants are
217
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numerous and eliminate the slightest suspicion of subjectivity on the .
pari of the author., The accounts are remarkably full, and an interpre- .
. tive summary is appended to each chapter.
From the ethnologist's point of view the publication is a land~ark
in the Southw¢stern field. It represents one of the most comprehensive .
, .
and objective pieces of work in American ethnology in over a decade.
Not only is th~ work of the utmost scientific importance, but its presen-
tation will have great general appeal for ~e lay public.
The many friends of the late Grenville Goodwin will be gratified at
the appearance of his excellent work on the Western Apache tribe. The
materials contqined in this volume were gathered under optimum eth-
nologic condi~ons. Over a period of years Goodwin lived with the
White Mount4Lin, Cibecue, San Carlos, and Northern· and Southern
Tonto Apache~ He learned tlheir language and participated in various
other aspects 9f their culture. These intimate associations are amply
reflected in thej depth of understanding and wealth of detail exhibited
in his book.
. . T~e Social prga~izatio~ af t~e We~ternApache includes ~ore than
IS Indicated bylthe tItle. Hlstonans wIll find much of value In the sec-
tions dealing Jith Indian-White contacts during the period of Ameri-
can expansioni The chapter dealing with the delineation of band
boundaries an4 the inclusion af a tribal synonymy are invaluable to
historians and lanthropologis11s alike. The descriptions of community
composition aItd function should be read by all those interested in
comparative so~iology. Of particular interest to the Southwestern eth-
nologist are theiApache data on clans and phratries and their relation to
those of the Nayaho.. (With this new information at hand a re-examina-
tion of earlier spurces is indicated.) )
While Goo4win's work is essentially a technical one, it is not with- .
out qualities of general interest. For this feature thanks are due Dr.
Fred Eggan, wio assumed the major portion of the editorial responsi-
b·l· IIlty. i ,
My Advent¥res in Zuiii includes a biographical sketch of Frank
Hamilton Cus~ing, by E. De Golyer, and articles by Cushing and Syl-
vester Baxter JhichcoriginaHy appeared in The Century Illustrated
Monthly Magaz~ne during the years 1882-1883: Cushing's accounts give
a vivid picture Jf his five-year sojourn at Zuni beginning in 1879. They
also give consi~rable insight into conditions existing in New Mexico
and Arizona dujring this pio:qeer period.
i j • •
I
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De Golyer describes Cushing as "an able scientist, and one of the
fathers of et1.lnology in America'. He was a visionary, a poet, and a
genius with a sense of the drama,tic and a flair for publicity." The latter
characteristics seem always to have been ascendant, and for this reason
. his work in ethnology has either been disregarded or looked upon with
suspicion. For example Cushing sees Zuni for the first time and gives
the following account: "A banner of smoke, as though fed from a thou- -
sand crater-fires, balanced over this seeming volcano, floating off,-in
many a circle and surge, on the ev:ening breeze. But I did not realize
that this hill, so strange and picturesque, was a citY,Qf the habitations of
men, until I saw, on the topmost terrace, little specks of black and red
moving about against the sky. It seemed still alittle island of mesas, one
upon the other, smaller and smaller, reared from a sea, of sand, in mock
rivalry of the surrounding grander mesas of Na,ture's rearing.",' -
Contemporary writers failed to reflect Cushing's enthusiasms. Ac-
cording to Captain John G. Bourke, who visited Zuni during the same
p.eriod, "The smell in Zuni is outrageous. Decayed meat, sheep and
goat's pelts, excrement, human and animal, unwashed dogs and Indians,
fleas,. lice and bed-bugs (the houses in Zuni are full 9.£ these last),
garbage of every kind-it must be regarded as a standing certj.ficate of
the salubrity of the climate that a single Zuni is in existence today."
Truly, it can be said that Cushing is the first tourist to arrive in
New Mexico.. It is because, rather- than in spite of, his peculiarities that
his writings are worth while. In 'part they represent the flamboyant
literary style of the period, which in itself is of historic interest. Bio-
graphically the volume is of psychological value, ~llustrating the com-
pensatingmechanisms, of continued -frustration. It also makes avail-
able heretofore inaccessible material of general historic interest to the
Southwest. '.
,As~de from its content the book represents a collector's item. It is a
limited edition. The Peripatetic Press deserves much praise for its
choice of paper and attractive biq~ng. The volume is beautifully-
illustrated in colored line drawings by Fanita Lanier.
The Folk Culture of Yucatan represepts a simultaneous comparative
study of four diverse contemporary Y\1catecatl communities: the city
of Merida, the town of Dzitas, the peasant village ofChan Kom, and the
tribal village of Tusik. The economic, social, and religious structure of
each is analyzed; and specific attention is paid to the questions of Cul-
tural disorganization and acculturation. Redfie~d effectively uses his
-Ji-
,
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data to point out the development of individualism and growth of spe~
cialization of function which take place in the change from agricultural
to commercial economy, and also the psychic maladjustments and indi~
vidual insecutities attending the transitional stages. He adds concrete
materials tow~rd substantiation of the old axiom that the history of
civilization is la history of progressive secularization. The chapters en-
titled "The ~.llager'Syiew of Life" and "Family and Disorganization"
are especially rovocative. .
Southwest rners will immediately be aware of the possible applica-
tion of Redfield's methodol(j)gy to a study of their own area. Cultural
settings similar to those found in Yucatan exist in New Mexico and
Arizona. Aboriginal minorities are present; both areas have been sub-
jected to the impact of sixteenth a~d seventeenth century Spanish cul-
ture; cultural: blends occur in isolated rural areas and in some" urbap.
settlements, as do all th~ economic types and transitions given by Red-
field. It would be easy to substitute the names of New l\1exico towns for
, ,
thos~ of Merida, Dzitas, Chan Kom, and Tusik. It is suggested that a
somewhat similar research in the Southwest might lead 10, a better
understanding of our own culture and presumably toward a better
understanding of the ,existing proble'm~, both social and economic.
While The Folk Culture of Yucatan is a valuable contribution, it
leaves certain Ithings to be d1sired. A greater use of historical material
and the introduction of historical depth would have added much to the
clarity of the thtal picture. While the work is avowedly anthropological,
the reader is ~etrayed by the author's background. The organization is
in the establisped sociological tradition and much of 'its worth is sacri-
?c~d to endlesf ~efinition and re~etitious summaries. Reading interest
IS'lnterefered With by redundanCies.
! WW H• • ILL
Bolivar~ The Life of an Idealist~ by Emil Ludwig~ New York: Alliance
Book Corpbration, 1942. $3.50.
The Haitian eeople~ by James G. Leyburn. New Haven and London:
Yale University Press and Oxford University Press, 1941. $4.00.
Many books on Latin America have appeared recently, yet two more
should claim tJhe attention of those interested in the Americas.
Emil Lud ig, author of'a number of biographies, has turned his
attention to e life of Sim6n Bolivar. This fluent writer presents the
4
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biography in five sections, chronologically patterned. The early life as
"Dandy'~ scintillates with the brilliance of European courts, wJ1ile the
pathos of the last days is appealingly depicted. Psychological iqterpre-
tatiop is the thesis; and there is a copstantly re~urring comparison with
Napoleon, subject of an earlier book by this author. Throughout also
run explanations'of the motives-an4 acts of Bolivar that mayor may IJot
be warranted. Quite without documentation and bibliography and
with an annoying alternate use and omission of written accents, this
volume falls into the class of popular biography~
It is well, often dramatically, written, with the hero analyzed and
interpreted ,in the Ludwig fashion. Perhaps the author has given some
new points of emphasis;' certainly he keeps before the reader the ever~
present conflict of Bolivar;s life, the conflict of idealism and democracy
versus realism and dictatorship.
Well done are accounts of people such as Miranda, Paez, Manuela
Saenz and others, showing their part in influencing the development of
, BoHvar's "jdeas. Yet the man·was nevertheless alone, without family,
and apart from friends; thus he was thrown upon himself in developing
his abilities as leader.
The final section emphasizes _the Don Quixote .'aspect of the Liber-
ator, that of an idealist and dreamer, resigning power and position to
save his liberated people. . «.. .
The volume is interesting reading and presents in a most pleasant
manner the story of the great hero' of South American independeI?-ce.
In the days of BoHvar, America fought in: many places for freedom'
from European domination. And. BoHvar in his early career, fleeing
from his enemies, found in Haiti, recently revolted from France, and in
her President, Alexandre Petion, the heeded sanctuary and financial
aid. . I
Petion, "coming ofa cultured and sophisticated affranchi family," is
the fourth of the quartette of l<:aders who figured in the early days of
Haitian independence. Sket~hes of P~tion and' of his predecessors,
Toussaint, Dessalines; and Christophe, born slaves;are part of the excel-
lent book, The Haitian Peoplf!.
ApproactIing this study from a definitely sociologicttl point of view,
the author, James G. Leyburn, presents a concise, clear historical pic-
ture which begins with French Colonial origins..He follows this picture
through the dramatic days pf negro leadership in the achievement of
independence and setting up'of governmentto the troublesome days of
5
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political instability of the nineteenth century and the military occupa-
tion by the -r\merican Marines, 1917 to 1934. This survey of hi~tory is
the basis fo~ the descriPtion and discussion of the Haitian social struc-
ture and of the evolution of characteristically Haitian ways.
Followi~g the treatment of caste and class is a most informative
presentatiod of Haitian religion, sex relations and home life, politics
and econom1cs, ending with an admirable analysis of modern Haiti and
its problem~of overpopulaltion, health, and education.
For onel seeking infoJimation about the republic of Haiti, this
careful, tho~gh~ful study is a most welcome volume, following as it
does the often~ charming ~nd entertaining but nevertheless "light"
~vel surveys of the Caribbean lands. Written seriously and with keen
analysis of the historical background for social institutions, their force
and resulta~ problems. carefully documented and co.. ntaining an excel-
lent, critical bibliography, this book on Haiti is a ~ost welcome addi-
tion to liter ture upon a Caribbean republic whose' future is so closely
linked with ~at of the United States. .:
~ I DOROTH?!' WOODWARD
Latir_ A mer ca: A Descriptive Survey~ by William Lytle Schurz. New
York: E. P. Dutton & Company, Inc., 1941. $3.75.
.Unhetal 'ed even by its publishers, .Mr. Schurz's volume. made a
quiet entra Ice into the realm of current literature dealing with the
Latin Amerfcan scene. Its publication unfortunFitely was contempo-
raneous willi that of severa~-more widely publicized accounts; and it has
not, therefo~le,_commanded the audience it ri<;hl~ deServes. This vol·
ume is not e product of an air-minded journalist who digests the
attainments nd understands the peculiarities of twenty nations in a
few months. Rather, the author draws upon the accumulated knowl-
". edge and experience of thirty years in Latin America as a scholar, a
reporter, a g vernment official, a business man, and an exploret:. It may
. be noted tha the book has more the flavor of a government document
than of a ne s account.
The poli ical mannerisms that so intrigue American observers of
the Latin .Aqlerican scene Me examined in retrospection. "Centuries .of
absolutist rule and habits ([)f obedience to an authority imposed. frQm
above and di ected ·from overseas" had not prepared the young nations .
for the novel paths of democracy. Since the countries lacked a vigorous
6
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middle class and were hampered by a passiv~ Indian population, the way
was made easy for "an oljgarchy.of landowners and lawyer-politicians,"
tempered by a praetodanism. that the long struggle with Spain had
evoked. The president-dictators "represented the colonial tradition of
personal rule ... which was the orily system of government withiIl; the,
experience of their peoples.... As such, their rule did not con~tit1ite a
break in the political evolution of Latin America, but rather a logical
stage in that development... '. The peoples still mistrusted the efficacy of
their own concerted endeavors, as they doubted the confused~isdomof
legislatures, and preferred to trust their political fortunes to a strong
and untrammeled individual who would satisfy their urge to get things
done." Such personalism in government, the author explains later, fits
in with the mores of the citizenry. "To have meaning to the average
Latin American, the state should be embodied in the person of a man
who is resolute and self-confident, virile and iiltelligent-one who is muy
hombre." The counterweight to this monocracy, however, has been the
growth of federalism, especially in Argentina and Mexico. These states,
. along with Colombia, Chile" Costa Rica, and Uruguay, have advanced
. further upon the road to political democracy th~n the average American
realizes. The progress of the last 'half century has been interrupted,
rather than halted, by the diminished stature,of.democracy in Europe in
recent years as well as by'the internal economic difficulties all the nations
have encountered.
For those who hope "for'rapid and far-reaching ties with Latin Amer-
ica, based upC?n wartime economic readjustments, the author offers a
note of implied caution. The natural wealth of the nations, when con-
sidered as a whole, is impressive. But its geographical dispersal hampers
the creation of a well-balanced ec~nomy in anyone nation. A lack of
adequate power, limited transportation due, in part, to geographical
~arriers, a population not far advan~ed in industrial techniques, and a
grpwing nationa.,l pride are among the more prominent factors that
make difficult the full utilization of the economic potentialities of these
nations. ,. ~
No hyperbole catches the reader's eye; nO'flashy pen sketches of per-
sonalities enliven the pages. Nor is there a map to guide the reader
over the vast and varied terrain the author covers. 'But the sobriety
and objectivity of. the volume should place it in th~ vanguard of inter-
pretive voll;1mes on Latin America.
7
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The Diary nd Letters of Josiah Gregg, Southwestern Enterprises, I840
I847, edited by Maurice Garland Fulton, with an introduction b1
- Paul Hbrgan. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1941. $3.50
The Last ~ the ULogan," the True Adventures of Robert Coffin, Mar
iner, i the Years I854 to I859, edited with an introduction b1
Harold W. Thompson. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1941
$2.00. I .
Apache Da~s and After, by Thomas Cruse; edited with an introductioI1
by Eugene Cunningham. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxton Printers
Ltd., 1~r41. $3.50.. .
Narratires which ena1i>le us to recapture our recent American pas1
have increasing appeal of late. We search that past to gain sustenanc(
I .
for our present and our future. We speak once more of the Americar
spirit. Helie are three reminders that this American heritage may b(
a source of !deep pride. No one of them will feed the jingoist's ego; all
of them witl testify to the personal energy, integrity, and courage with
which eachiof these men of action-Gregg, Coffin, and Cruse-played hi~
separate role in a pioneer America. Josiah Gregg of the· prairies, rest
less, questimning, keenly @bserving, followed not uncritically o~r patb
to empire in the Mexican War; Robert Coffin sailed on a New Bedford
whaler toward shipwreck and Australian pioneering in bush and gold
field, returning to fight, in the War between the States, win a college
degree at fifty-three, and complete a sturdy American patterri of teach·
ing and fafning. Thomas Cruse, out of West Point, campaigned in
the 1880'S against New Mexico and Arizona Apaches, going on to fur-
'" ther distinguished service in Cu1;>a, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines.
The records are straightforward and undramatic, successful as fiction
can never ~e in fulfilling a major obligation of the literature of. any
period, that of speaking to the future through contemporary word and
deed. i
The G*gg volume, first of two to supplement the famous Com-
merce of th~ Prairies, is a letter and diary account of Gregg's activities
after he forsook the Santa Fe trade in 1840. Records of his last return
from Santa Fe by a new·southern, route following the <:anadian River,
of his 1841'"42 trip to Texas through the Red River, Houston, and
Austin country, of his later ,expedition with the Arkansas Volunteers
and Generall. Wool's column in 1846 to Monterey and Saltillo-all dis-
play the nervous intelligence, the scientific curiosity, the sharp observa-
. tion which made the Commerce of the Prairies an American classic.
8
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The years between 1842 and 1846 saw Gregg first in 'Philadelphia,
preparing that book for the press, and then in Louisville studying med-
icine. His life is marked by intermittent ill health, aggravated by any
settled existence, and· a distaste for civilization and its amenities bred
by the happy years on the prairies. Much of the correspondence reveals
~ssocia~ed personalities: steady John Bigelow, who aided in preparation
of Gregg's manuscript; Dr. George' ~nglemann and Dr. Frederick A.
Wislizenus, who shared his scientific interests in' the Southwest; his
brother John and other members of his family.
Gregg was summoned to the Mexican campaign to fill "an honora-
ble and profitable station." His service was an irritation' to himself
and his army associates. Hypersen~itive and too intelligent to condone
the stupidities of the campaign, ~e does not spare criticism of its con~
duct. The intimate glimpses of that venture which dose this book make
one impatiently await the next, with its account of the battle of Buena
Vista and Gregg's postwar-residence in Mexico. Gregg's own maps of
the campaign, ~h~ careful editing by Mr. Furton, and the biographical
sketch by Mr. Horgan make the volume historian's treasure.
With the Coffin .narrative, we turn to the America of Moby Dick.
One of the "fractious Coffins" of that famous Devon ,line, Robert ran
away to join a whaler ·in vain hope of earning college IIloney which hi's
father denied him. At eighty, with the "lfst of the Lo~an" a faraway
incident in a full, American life, he penciled this account, edited now
in gusty whaling parlance and with infectious enthusiasm by Mr..
Thompson. The first simple chapters recounting the life on the whaler
and the voyage around the Horn to New Zealandrank with Dana's best.
Coffin's tale of the wreck of the Logan on "Rapid Reef," the rescue, his
sojourn and delighted friendship with the,..hospiiable Fiji Islanders .is
observation with youthful zest; there is no"hint of garrulity or inaccu-
racy of age. The last Australian pioneering chapters of this saltbreeze
American bo~k sound an attractive note' of kinship with our own
pioneer era, a note of unusual current interest. '
Brigadier General Thomas Cruse has a soldier's story to tell of a ~ot
always admirable chapter in our history. Like a soldier,~e ,acknowl- ,
edges the Apaches a worthy opponent;' like ,a soldier, he repOTts his - 11' •
following of orders, with no comment on the social justice of the,Indian
wars. Those familiar with old Indian fighting territory around\ l~'orts
Apache and Lowell in Arizona, Fort Union and Stanton in New Mex-'
9
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. ,ico, will trace with especi'cd interest the campaigns of Young Lieutenanl
Cruse. Accounts of Cibicu Creek fight with its "massacre" of General
Eugene A. Carr's command, the surrender of Geronimo to Lieutenanl
Charles B. Gatewood, Chatto's raid enrich over half the book witlJ
New Mexico and Arizona incident. The remainder would have beeIJ
less arresting before December 7, 1942. Now, the career of General
Cruse as it1 was later occupied with quartermaster service in Cuba,
Puerto RicC), and the Philippines, the details of military brilliance and
bungling, 'read like a voice of prophecy. €ruse served at Manila with
General Arthur MacArth1!lr, met there seemingly impossible demand~
for supplies. His later record is highly personal, sometim~justly criti·
cal, at last poignant, the honest reflection of an officer of the United
States Army prior to 1918. It is a human, appealing, modest record, fit
to clos~ this. trilogy for those who would see America through the eyes
of men who have lived her history.
KATHERINE SIM~NS
, I •
War as a So~ial Institution: the, Historian's Perspective} edited by Jesse
D. Clark\son and Thomas C. Cochran. New York: Columbia Uni-
versity Pjress, 1941. $3.5,0.
This stu~y, a coIIlpilation of twenty-seven paperS' read at the 1940
meeting of 'the American Historical Association, suffers from the num-
ber of its contributors, a fact which causes a good deal of confusion and
repetition, Qjot to mention a lack ~f unity. It attempts to cover, within
300-odd pages, a vast field, and turns out to be neither oak nor acorn.
Much of it, to be truthful" is embarrassingly stale and is too often re-
dolent of th~ abundant popularized studies of war found in newspapers
and on the radio.
, I
It is, nevertheless, an h(])nest attempt to see war 'as a complex social
phenomenori; and it presents, therefore, sections on the roots of war,
, .
the strategy and tactics of war, the effect of war upon the concept of
neutrality, itJs larger influence on social -institutions, and the i~plica­
tions of the piresent struggle to the United States. While it is inadequate
except as a b~ief sketch, it is heartening as a fairly objective study, in the
midst of these confused and hectic times, as heartening as the knowledge
that somewhere, in some place, good minds are at work in postwar
planning.
10
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For my own tastes, too much space is devoted to the relationship
between war and diplomacy and not enough to war and psychology or
war and science. Throughout th€ book the ~lement of politics is ex-
aggerated. I should h~ve appreciated a thorough and incisive account
of modern propaganda techniques, or the latest in arms and armor, or
the effect on the traditional military mind. of the surprise element of
blitzkrieg tactics. But I am ,afraid' that all this is asking too much of
the historian just now. After all, the historian writes history; he does
not make it.
CHARLES NEIDER
Twelve Decisi1!e Battles of the Mind" by Gorham Munson. New York:
. The Greystone Press, 1942 . $3.59.
Mr. Munson views propaganda from the vantage point of free-lance
journalist, literary critic; teacher of professional writing, and student of
social movements. He offers twelve cases of documents or utterances
from St. Paul to Hitler and Mussolini which have .traceably incited
men and influenced the military, political~ and economic history of
Europe ~nd America. Before and after each selection the author gives
historical backgrounds and 'estimates of 'the influence of the documents.
This type of contribution to the study of propaganda is welcome in
its happy combination of illustrations and ~valuations.A simplefreatise
might be more systematic in its conclusions, or a pure case study might
be more comprehensive in range of material, but the presence of both
in a single volume offers the reader first-hand acquaintance with propa-
ganda, together with sufficient guidance to aid in distinguishing its main
-character and outline.
Propaganda, which is writing designed primarily to bestir men to
action, needs, we are told, a semblance of fact though it operates best
whh dramatic distortions. It also needs a cause or ideal, which mayor
may not be sincerely helg by the propagandist. It is thus applied phi-
losophy, though it is generally disastrous to the analy~es of, a true seeker
after understanding for these analyses to be simplified and dramatized
in $e way necessary to successful, even though sincere, propaganda.
Thus the Hegelianism in the manifesto of Marx and Engels is as one-
sided as the economic and political knowledge of that document.
Mr. Munson distinguishe$ three schools of .. propagandists accorPi,ng
to the moral level of their intentions: the Classical DeJllocratic School
, .
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of St. PAUl, jThomas Paine, Uncle Tom's Cabin} and Wilson's Fourteel
Points, am~og others; the Scientific Humanitarian School of Marx anc
Lenin; and the Neo-Pagan School of Mussolini and Hitler. Despite it
appeal to a tagonisms and. to the overthrow of many traditional value~
Communistl propaganda had its own ideals; but the Neo-Pagan Schoo
is complete~y Machiavellian, creat~ng hostilities and winning adherent
by unscrupQ.lous lies and· half-truths and the most insidious methods 0
mental intrigue. The democratic ideal depends upon a f3;ith in mas
education and hope for mankind. Hitler, on the other hand, bases hi
appeal on the stupidity and emotional weakness of man, on the humat
I
love of a gdod tale and a fight rather than accuracy or peaceful senti
ments. !.
The chief regret is thalt the author did not expand his remarks Ot
the techniqhes for counter,acting insidious propaganda with the more
virtuous kiqd. The question is one which raises difficult problems; bu
knowing hdw to convince in terms of ideals rather than hatreds is (
knowledge which needs every conceivable aid, and needs it now.
I
, H.G.ALEXANDEI
Songs of the Michigan LumberjacksJby Earl Clifton Beck. Ann Arbor:
Universil y of Michigan Press, 1941: $3.00.
,
Ozark Coun~rYJ by Otto Ernest Rayburn. New York: Duell, Sloan ane
Pearce, 1!941. $3.00.
I
Songs of!the Michigan Lumberjacks is not literature. It is the stull
literature cart be made out of. It is life, perhaps on its way to becomin~
, literature-life still in thebraw stage, dating from a place and a time:
when a man ,sitting down to dinner with his fellows would stick a finget
in his moutb. and "cross his pie with the spitty finger in order to make:
sute he wou~d get it:' So says Mr. Beck, and one believes every word
he writes! I~deed, the one serious.flaw of this book, and a mighty seriom
one it is, is tlhat Mr. Beck's introduction is more tantalizing than com·
plete. He's ~ot a pie himself, for himself. He mak<1s you hungry fOl
more of the background, feeds you just a savory morsel or two, then
whips away e platter. Mr. Beck Is Unfair to· Neophytes, Reviewers,
and Others f That Ilk. '
The title of the book tells all, or nearly all. These are the lumber-
12
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disappoint. The fault is not in the chanties; i~'s simply that what is a
song without a voice? Around a 'fire, in the midst of the woods, chawing
tobacco near the country store stQve, sitting on tile hard edge of bunks
in the logging camp, listening to these songs sung, hearing them halloed
out-that's one thing. Sitting alone, reading words like these-
$ . ~
I am a jolly lumberman,
The pinewoods is my home; ,
Like many other fellows
From camp to camp I roam-
is another thing, a lesser thing. 'What Mr. Beck and 'other ballad-m~n
must do (and have done) is to get these songs down on records, sung by
the men who know them, before those men have. passed away, their songs
rt~ally with them. They will not be dead words then.
So it is true that these songs disappoint. But it is also true that they
interest and reveaL The intellectual and poetic level is high, signifi-
cantly high. Folk songs, many of these; but independent creations by a
man with flair, more o~ them. One can see the fine Italian hand of a_
creative artist in words like these: !!I'
When the white frost takes the valley,
And the snow conceals the woods,
Each farmer has enough to do .
To earn the family food ...
The title of the book tells all, or nearly all. What it does not tell
is that these l>allads are really not Michigan's alone. They are wood-
men's songs known in part from l\1aine to Arkansas, sung as well by log-
gers on Oregon's slopes. Nor does it tell the antiquity of some of these
songs. "A Peculiar Sermon" about the evils of tobacco~
The dust that from the pipe does fall
Shows we are naught but dust at all.
. We came from dust- ,~
Return there we must.
Think of this when you're smoking
Tobacco.
.. -
has a far more reverend' ancestry than the 1892 provided it here. Seven-
teenth century verse miscellanies claim one of their own. Nor does the
title tell how alive these verses still are. That is a glorious truth about
them which serves to underline the tragedy of Otto Ernest Rayburn's
Ozark Country.
•
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. For in t'is book about the ~ommoncorner of Missouri and Arkanstl
the most reEarkable item is its use of the past tense. Time and agai
one reads a some peculiar custom, some folkway to make one paust:
and then n tes the verb. Past tense. Though much remains, much j
taken; and pzark Gountr" is a book of the past, a requiem over a wa
of life that Iits autho!-loved, a psalm over its cadaver. Mr. Raybur:
cannot deny what he realizes in capitals, that "the Machine Age htl
brought a ~ew Order of life to the backhills and the Elizabethan rerr
nants are in the Melting Pot." He does not deny it; he uses the pa~
tense and· shows what generally is no more in this rural Arcadia of hi
affections.
Some years ago a book about the Southwest was titled Sky Detej
mines. It was the perfect name. Away from cities, sky determines. IJ
the Ozarks .sky and mountain made the Ozarkian way. The highe~
mountain i~but 2,823 feet above sea level, but it is flowing country wit
valleys and ridges and pockets. Out of it came an isolated mountail
culture. WI He this book does not neglect the geography, neither doe
- it stress it. et that is an error. For when the mountains melted awa
before the a to highways, and the valleys and ridges flattened before th
telephone ire, the Ozark tradition washed away with them. What i
was and w at survives, this book tells pleasantly. The language i
neighborly. That too was the Ozarks.
W.n.JACOB
:
I
I .
Through t1e American Landscape) by Kaj Klitgaard. Chapel Hill
The University of North Carolina Press, 1941.$3.50.
Mr. Kli~gaard first tries to justify his ·trip through the America]
landscape aind the consequently planned book by comparing botl
with the reJord of Picard"s thermometer into the stratosphere. So h
sets out "t1 register such temperatures as prevail where artists fon:
gather." H wever, "driving over a contemplated road is bad for a car,'
so Mr. Klit aard qrives only on paved roads, dashing from one plao
to another tith letters to important people-a great many of whom, t.
his surprise, have gone away for the summer. .
Throug the American landscape he wants ·to bring the studen
'''nearer to the understanding of art's mess~ge and function or to th
greater enjor·ment of painting as a whole." This, however, he definit~l'
modifies by saying "you are unable to see a landscape unless soml
14
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painter has painted it for you."" He is, thereafter, out to see w~ich
Americans have done this for him and to damn them if they haven't!
We may be) wrong, but we are inclined to believe that innumerable
human beings can get keenly into a landscape without the n~ed of an
emotional interpretation by another being. It may be that we are a
little odd-but we no more need a landscape 'representation of Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, New York, or Texas in order to appreciate those
regiol}s than we need a photograph of a luscious steak in order to eat
one when we are hungry.
It is amusing, however, to watch Mr. Klitgaard rush headlong into a
discussion with a few of, the illdividuals who happen, to be at' home.
These discussions, whether in Woodstock, Austin, The Great Lakes,
Taos, Colorado,. or on the road, are neither particularly original nor
presented from a sufficiently uniq1,le point otview to make them stimu-
lating. Thus the statem'ent that art must be a balanced amount of
Representation, Abstraction, and Personality (the capitals are Mr. Klit-
gaard's) and that "Pi~asso discovers the rooster and all the world dis-
covers it with him" ring trite and simply reflect much masticated artists'
bull-sessions which produce no more steam than a last year's boiled
potato. Mr. Klitgaard admits having "kodak eyes" and~his having to
depend on an artist for motivation and significance. He likes' to .quote
from himself. cO
The best parts of the book are the reproductions, of which ther~ are
some very good ones; ,the conversations he did-not have with Peter; .his
flight into the realm of the "Midgaard's Worm"; and, above all,his
description of the Chinaberry tree. There are forty-one plates, thirty-
three in black and white, eight in, color.
MELA SEDILLO
I2 Million Blac..k Voice~: A Folk History of the Negro in the United
States, by Richard Wright; photo-direction by EdJVin Rosskam.
New York: The Viking Press, 1941. $3.00.
Remaking A,merica, by Jay Franklin. Boston: H(jtigh~on Mifflin Com-
pany, 1942. $3.00.
Richard Wright and Edwin Rosskam have collaborated to produce
I2 Million Black Voices, a highly pictorial presen1;ation, whether one
considers the documentary photographs assembled largely from the
files of the Farm Security Administration, or the graphic language por-
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traying the processes through which American Negroes have, since thei
injection ilo the-stream of American life beginning with the arrival ~
twenty of eir race in Jamestown in 1619, become a frustrated an
disorganize people. It]s needless to say that the pictures are no
pretty; but Ithey are searching and compelling, demanding that som
attempt be I made, to provide a solution for this distinctly, America]
problem: t~e extension of the right of participation in the economi
and political life of the nation to citizens whose ancestry in Americ
Iin many c:jlses antedates! the Republic which was founded on th
asserted basis that all men are created equal. .
In somti respects the book is timely, since it appears at a momen
'when Am~~icans are crusading on all of the continents for the presel
vation and ~xtensionof the "four freedoms." It is not strange that som
Negroes are saying that if they are going to fight for freedom, the
might as wdll start fighting for their own freedom. It might also be sail
that the bo~k is ill-timed, since it serves to cast doubts on the reality c
those Ame~can virtues and ideals which we as American,s are as,ked t
defend. "I. -
J ay Fra~klin in Remaking America 1;las glorified the American ger
ius for man"pulating things and changing the face of nature, the bette,
to suit ou needs and fancies. Great are the builders, and greate~
among the':builders are ~he "New Dealers," who have organized th
.taxpayers, the contractors, an~ the workers to produce such megal(
monuments as TVA, Boulder Dam, and Grand Coulee. Being men (
vision, the ~'New Dealers'~ have also organized to preserve our nationc:
resources, tiotp. physical amd human, through such programs as the SO]
Conservatiqn Service, the CCC, and the whole range of human cor
servatioIi etlt.compassed in the Social Security program. In the interne
tional sphete the present incumbents in the executive branch of ou
gov~rnmen have been no less capable, and have performed the dift
cult task of leading the nation fro~ narrow isolationism into the large
possibilitie of world organization and world leadership.
Both b oks are well worth reading, and they are complementar~
Taken toge her they show the capacity of American leadership past an
present to feet the problems of intricate organization and of massiv
manipulations; they also show the American inability to cope with, 0
even admit the existence' of great unsolved problems in huma,
adjustment1
16
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In the Night Did I Sing, by O'Kane Foster. New Vork: Charles Scrib-
ner's Sons, 1942'. $2.50.
O'Kane Foster's novel, first in a projected tetralogy, deserves the
attention of every reader who has any interest whatever in New Mexico.
Since it is a novel, its main interest is in charact~rs, in people as such.
There are Favip, with never-failing prejudice against work; L6pez,
with his store and all the deeds to the property he has gobbled up; Fer-
dinando, progressive and a budding POliti(:o; Andres, ridden by a
father-complex, moving with peasant strength like all characters in his
tradition since Kn\1t Hamsun;' vivid Felicidad, with her boredom, torn
between an ineradicable Mexicanness and her desire to become Ameri-
.' .
can; Pedro~ wha has sJaved over his textbooks' so he can become a
bookkeeper in Santa Fe, only to give' way to the pull of old habits;
Rudolfo, strong, vivid, a kind of coyote among men because he has
to torage; Tranquilino, the Indian, who is at peace only in the moun-
tains; Marfa, the personification of tranquility and\ the comforting
power of love. .
As background there is the limited but terrible scene, the terrific
poverty, the deep Death-urge of the people, the bright, immediate urge
towards Joy. The theme is a paradox, and Favio embodies it as~he
sings. He has sublime insouciance, but underneath it, as everybody
understands, lurk fear and terror and fatalism~ .
, There are strong conflicts in this novel. Andres is absorbed in mak-
ing adobes (which he cannot sell) to get the "approbation of his bewil-
dered father. There is the pull towards the father ,(the old, the tradi-
tional) and the absolute impossibility of his remaining th~re; and yet,
essentially he does remain, once the father-image is broken oy old
Ramon's going renegade. Fe1icidad is the very opposite of Andres'
peasant strength-a volatile, uristable being, unabashedly enamored of
her father, who ~s the image of progressiveness. ,In the only :W,ay she
knows she see~ his approbation by throwing herself. upon an amazingly
non-complex Anglo from Texas. For 4er frail, intense spirit, there can
be only death.
Beautifully imaged, symbolized, and patterned, the novel sketches
in'one of the riiost heartbreaking ordeals any people' has had to suffer
•
-that of living in a barren but beautiful land amidst a scene which con-
stantly overWhelms the observer with a sense of the futility of struggle
and the imminence of Deatp and Nothingness. Then come -the bright
..
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untortured, simple Anglos, anaesthetized against these realities whic
the Spanis -Americans have faced for so long. A poetic-minde<
tragic-mind d people cannot adapt themselves overnight to this ne,
efficiency arid moral neutrality. _
Let no reader assume that O'Kane Foster has merely brought to bea
upon New IMexican villagers two major emphases of much moderJ
writing: thd D. H. Lawrence mysticism of.sex and the Erskine Caldwel
I
relish for animalism. Much of this comes in, of course: a writer canno
be sensitive Ito his age and avoid entirely what might be called the here
ism of the ~ninhibited. No doubt many observers will be able to sa
that Mr. Foster has overplayed .the tortured depths, the complex 0
joy-Terror, Iin the sou.ls of his characters, while overlooking the sim
plicity, wac~ousness, and reservedness that are also inherent in them
But, whatevjer ar"guments may arise about truthfulness of reporting 0
fundament~ values, surely most readers are going to agree that this i
one of the ~ery best novels about New Mexico. Favio, Mada, Andres
Ram?n, FeJicidad, among others, are striking characteri.zations tha
endure in trye mind. They have highly particularized surface and com
plex tragic depth. , .
An ann~ying preciosity of style in the opening pages gives way t<
naturalness as the story moves on.
DUD LEY W,y N l'
Nayar~ by'l\ffiguel Angel Menendez; translated from the Spanish b1
Angel Flores. New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1942. $2.50.
Nayar is one of the novels to receive honorable mention in the Latin
American Prize Novel Contest organized by Farrar and Rinehart witlJ
the aid of the Division of Intellectual Co-operation of the Pan American
Union. Tht:j dust jacket informs us that it is the first novel of the dis-
tinguished rP.ung Mexicani, although he has several well-received vol·
umes of poeo/y to his credit. '
The plotj-insofar as the novel may be said to have one-conc.erns
the flight thtough the jungles of Ramon Cordoba, a mestizo who was
obliged to c~1mmit murder in order to remove the stain on his marital
honor. He i accompanied! by a white friend, whose attachment is ill-
motiva.ted fr m the psychological point of view, but who is nevertheless
a very neces~ary character, since he is the narrator~ Because the latter
is interested lin thf' problems of the Indian, the story becomes a recital
18
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of the tribal customs of the gro~pof Indians with'whom the two finally
take refuge.
Like so many Mexican intellectuals, SF. Menendez is concerned with
the condition of the masses of Indians. One is attracted to them by the
very qualities which make th~In readily deluded by less scrupulous indi-
viduals who turn rev()luti9napy ferment to p,ersonal gain.
Although the autho(~ ~iewpoiI)t is sympathetic to the Indian and
his culture, this book is not a tract for the times. It pleads no special
cause nor rants against any special group oj oppressOrs. One notes in
passing that there is much evil in the world, but ~uchmore important
is the poetry to be found in the da.ily lives of the Indians and in their
surroundings. '
Sr. Menendez writes primarily as a poet. His senses-are alive to the
colors, sounds, smell, and feel of jungle life. Since the novel has only a
slight plot there~-s never any suspense and, as a result, the pace is
leisurely enough to'permit the contemplation of anything the author
chooses to hilve us' see. We are consequently plunged into a mass of
sense stimu~i until we are drugged and the world takes on an air of
unreality~ Episodes fire exploited, not for their narrative interest but
for the power of their poetic-evocation. For this reason,. one may ques-
tion whether the author was ,.wise in choosing'this pal'ticular medium.
The total effect is more like that produced by a series of short stories
<;
on the saine general subject. . "
Angel Flores ma~e the translation and it is not always good. An im-
perfect knowl~dge of what could be done with the English lang~age is
betrayed in such passages as: "My feet squelched in sweat inside my
boots"; "I discharged the office of fiscal 3:gent"; and "he nailed his
glance to the eyes of an Indian girl." One who knows Spanish will
recognize old friends in the last two examples. What shall we say, how-
,ever, about: " ... he had intrigued to 'have Josefina transferred, so that
she could not meddle with his new idyl"? (Reviewer's italics.)
ROBERT M. DUNCAN
The Helmsman, by J. V. Cunningham. San Francisco: The.Colt Press,
1942. $1.50.
Some Poems of Robert ,Herrick. Norfolk: The Poet of the Month,
New Directions, 1942 • $.35.
.'
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,Selected Po ms) by Carl Rakosi. Norfolk: The Poet of the Month, Ne'
Directi ns, 1942. $.35.
Eleven Poe s on the Same Theme) by Robert Penn Warren. Norfon
The Po t of the M:onth, New Directions, 1942. $.35.
Stop-Light)iby Paul Goodman. Harrington Park, N. J.: The 5x8 Pres
1942. $2.00. .
Solomon's Seal) ·by Charles Snider. Cincinnati: The Little Man Pres
1942. $~50.
The Dark f(ingdom) by Kenneth Patchen. New York: Harriss an
Givens, (1942.. $2.25.
The Black jBull) by C. F. MacIntyre. Prairie City, III.: The Press (
James A. Decker, 1942. No price indicated.
Hawk's Way) by Ted Olson. New York: The League to SUppOl
I
Poetry, 1941. $1.50 •
New Poets)!by Tom Boggs, Marshall Schacht, John 'Ciardi, Minna Ge:
lert, Robert Clairmont, E. L. Mayo, and Lucy Kent. Prairie Cit1
III.: De1ker, 1942. No price indicated.· .
The Savag1 Cen.tury) by Charles Norman. Prairie City, III.: Deckel
1942. $~.oo. '.
At IO P. M.) the News) by John Russell McCarthy. Prairie City,. III
Decker, 1942. No price indicated.
. The Unlistening Street) by Michael Largay. Lowell, Mass.:' Alentou
House, 1941. $1.25.I
I Had a Country) Phelps Morand. Privately printed, 1941.
Twenty-fivC! Poems) by Ezra Gondman. New york: Rudor Press, 194~
N0 pric~ indicated.
That easily the two best of these collections of poetry-the collec
tions by J. V. Cunningham and Robert Penn Warren-are in bookie
form is anlimPQrtant indication of the trend in publishing· poetry
Both are impressive pieces of' typography as well. The Helmsma1
appears wit I a stiff board cover and an old-style typography by the Col
Press which is in no way matched nowadays by the productions of largl
commercial publishers; and the Eleven Poems on 'the Same Theme) a
always with The Poet of tlile Month series a work of some fine press, i
by The Finf Editions Press, which gaVt; the pamp~let a well-manage(
modern typc;>graphy. _
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I believe this i~ the first collection devoted solely to J. V. Cunning-
ham's work. But with it Cunningham appears as a mature and fine
poet, one of the- best in the c~untry today. His work will deceive the
casual reader, for on the surfaGe his verse does not seem to have the
internal tensions which one expects of fine poetry; but the tensions
are there and are inexhaustible. His judgments are precise ~nd fine,
metrically as otherwise; and for one who has had lit~le 'opportunity to
get at a full representation of his work before,' there is an exciting sur-
prise that this ability is so competent among a number of varying
. themes, from an almost descriptive "Montana Pastoral" to ambitious
religious themes. Cunningham has approached his work" with the
finest craftsman's sense, the decision to master the forms of his craft-
as he says in one poem, "The fierce impersonal forms have moved my
pen"; and the result is a'poetry as rich with personal perception, and a
perception as controlled and<&mmaged for the reader, as some of the
greatest English poetry. Though it cannot show the full ability of the
poet, one of the epigrams will. provide a taste of this quality:
Time heals not: it extends a sorrow's scope . fi
As goldsmiths gold, which we may wear like hope.
The Poet of tq.e Month series. starts off yery strongly for 1942. The
fir'st issue was Some Poems of Robert Herrick, an intelligent selection
and fine presentation of a great English poet. The second issue, Carl
Rakosi's Selected Poems, presents the first collection by one of the Ob-
jectivist poets. Rakosi is a slight poet, thematically and pragmatically,
but within his limitations of theme and ambition, he is often successful
and usually interesting. But just as last year Howard Baker's collec-
~
tion stood out among the original collections of the series, so this year
Robert Penn Warren's will undoubtedly be the best of the year. Mr.
Warren here adds eleven poems, most of them quite long, to the thirty-
, six he published in a limited edition in 1935. These poems are care-
fully done, and they are fine poems; and the collection provides the first
oppOrtunity for the public to secure inexpensively some of the work of
one of the best poets in America today. Witholit withholding any ad-
m,iration for the poems, I believe that they do not add materially to Mr. -
Warren's stature as a poet. True, the. poems are more ambitious, as
indicated by their length; but no poem is, 1 think, more successful than'
the best of the first collection; and the lengthening of the poems has, in
some few cases, ~eemed to bring a· certain relaxation in internal struc-
. .
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ture of the p,oem. This is to say that the first collection was mature anI
highly selected, that Mr. Warren does not present a collection until i
is finished, alnd that when me is satisfied to do so, it is time for the reade
I
of fine poetfy to buy.
Recent ~xperimental poetry has seemed to work more and mor,
away from any relation witlh naturalism (as has some fiction, also) , witl
the result thrt the work runs the danger of ~bstraction,of not providinl
the experieljltial body reqlllisite for successful poetry. Of the four vol
urnes of thiS type here considered, it seems to me that Paul Goodman'
is the mo"st fccessful. These five Noh plays, plays which, as Mr. Good
man says in ,the interesting introduction, '~imitate" a State rather thal
the Action bf classical drama, appear to have been hastily written, tl
h!1ve imperfect internal composition; but wqen one has finished al
attentive re Iding, there is a strong impression that wit and some miI(
.irony have aved some of the work and tha~ the talent apparent is rea
and conside able. The outside structure of the plays, as distinguishe(
from the in ernal devices of giving the poem "body," is carefully done
Charles Sni er's fifteen sonnets improve toward the latter half; but hI
needs to be ore concerned with images and texture to his verse thaI
wi~ arbitrarY violence wilth the language. ~en~eth Patc~en is an inter
estlng example of the trend toward abstractIon In expenm~ntal poetry
'A few of the shorter poems in The Dark Kingdom still show some abil
ity to comp~sea poem which has perceptual impact, but on'the whole:
~hink his w@rk gets progressively worse. The poems, aside from soml
sort of drea~ or surre~list hamework, seem to boil down largely to fla
and abstracJ statements; such as this gem: "God is wiser than nature I
Because it ib unnatural to be God." In addition to this, there is ar
attempt, sptlIrious; Tihink, to employ symbols; but the symbols arc
thrown at the reader without the author's providing a context or con
trol withinJhe poem or among all the poems. For instance, in a shoT'
poem whic has no mentiion before of blood or snakes, we have thi:
final line: "I hen the sky filled with tears of blood, and snakes sang." ]
insist that, n contrast to a following of Yeats' symbols, a reading 0:
other poem in this volume does not provide any context or meanin~
for these sy bois, nor does this poem. Or by joining these two charac
teristics, we ~et something like this:
~hat has been separated from the mother,
Mfust again be joined; for we were born of spirit,
~d tb spirit all 'mortal things return,
22
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As it is necessary in the method of earth.
So siilgs:.the parable of singleness. ~
I suggest there is nothing here which can be defined (except confusion)
other than the abstract statemen~_ that singleness is not the adequate
state, that return to spirit (which 'is apparently collective) is necessary.
Much the same could be said for about the first half of C. F. MacIntyre's
collection; the latter half is largely c_omposed of poor sonnets and po~ms
quite pedestrian in their method. There is a strange division in his
work between the experimental and the usual; and there are too many
poems in the book to show a considerable talent which is apparent in
six or eight of the poems. _
With Hawk's Way, Ted qlson maintains his position as one of the
two or three best poets of the Rocky Mountain area. His new collection
is not appreciably better than the former one, A Stranger and Afraid; it
is more of the same ability and method. His faults are prolixity and
lack of tension; his virtues are the C?Pposite of the .trend toward abstrac-
tion, a closeness to common experience, a vividly descriptive image, and
a phrasal shock and impact. Two or three poems, inch!ding "Ski," are
very fine and come near being r:eally great poems.
Space requires. a perfunctory consideration ·of the remaining vol-
umes. Of tl.te seven people represented in New Poets, John Ciardi'
easily sta;nds out. His work begins to accurhul~te in a very considerable
manner, so that we must give him his due as one of the most serious and
competent of the younger poets. The work of th~ others is much below
Ciardi's level, though E. L. Mayo and Marshall Schacht present some
interesting work. Though The Savage Century is Charles Norman's
third book, it is not avery impressive one. The best poems are in the
first part, poems on social themes, some of them very well done, but all
very much alike and providing little in the way of new perception or
serious social thinking. John Russell McCarthy in At IO P. M., the
News presents a strange and inte.resting story; but his execution of it
is extremely faulty, the verse being even more laX and diffuse than the
best prose fiction. I Had a Country is a personal document of a,.French-
man, Paul Morand; its presentation in a private printing is proper and
deserving; but the verse is not particularly distinguished ex:cept in a,
few fragments. The Unlistening Street, by Michael Largay,- and
Twenty-five Poems, by Ezra Goodman, are more in the pattern of the
usual first book of poems: too inclusive to ~aintain a high le.vel, the
l,
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poor appejing side by side with the better; considerable prom
shown; an some minor accomplishment. Mr. Largay has a flair t
imagery an careful composition and presents a number of good poer
He displays[a talent which, with a less casual air with its material, TIl
well produge some important poetry.
ALAN SWALLO
T.he Wife pf Martin Guerre, by Janet Lewis; with decorations
Valenti Angelo. San Francisco: The Colt Press, 1941. $2.50. (Ha
colored, signed, copies, $5.00.)
Beyond La ghter, by Ashley Buck. Yellow Springs, 0.: The Antio
I Press, 1 41. $1.50.
The Blue S¥h and Other Stories} by Warren Beck. Yellow Springs, (
The An ioch Press, 1941, $2.00.
."
The Pink Egg) by Polly Boyden. Truro, Mass.: Pamet Press, 1942. $2.C
Twice a Year: A Book o/Literature, the Arts, and Civil Liberties. D<
ble Number VIII-IX. New York: Twice a Year Press, 1942, $2.C
Certainlr on~ com~ercial test for the small publisher is the ficti
he pUblishe~. The best of these. publishers commonly put out inter<:
~ ing, often very fine, voluIIl;es ofpoetry, criticism, and comment, perhc:
making ends meet or, if they are idealistic,· continuing the we
I
even with ~ommerciallosses. Fiction is another matter, for it is co
. monly the mo~t sold among various types of publications; but to pI
lish fiction involves a commercial possibility which tries the small pI
.. lisher's conJeption of his work. Vve know what to expect of the lal
publishers, for their standards have been tasted, and the obvious co
mercial pos~ibility in fiction goes their "fay. The small publisher lis I
to choose ille beginning author of promise or the extremely fine we
which is no I expected to sell well. .
Of the I tter sort is the first trade edition of a novel from the G
Press of Sa Francisco, Janet Lewis's The Wife of Martin Guerre. 0
cannot spe k of the book without mentioning its typographical tre
ment; so let me refer to that first. The Colt Press is issuing the ml
beautifully Idesigned and printed trade editions in the country tod:
This is the flnest of the five books I have seen from the press, a mast
piece of prrlnting and design, and will be a collector's item on tl
score alone. But the novel justifies the treatment. Janet Lewis's fi
I
I
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novel, The Invasion, a study of the_ settlement of the Northwest, is as
fine an historical novel as recent American writing has produc:ed. The
Wife of Martin Guerre is more economical, slighter in body, but done
with the ability of a fine prose writer. The story, laid in Gascony of
the sixteenth century, is strange, 'even bizarre, in plot; it reminds one
of some of thC2se fantastic plots of the Elizabethan playwright; but the
novel is done with the same ability to make even a mistaken identity
become real with human implications, not melodramatic. A short
novel, a form in which fine work has been done in English, The Wife of
, Martin Guerre will have a place with the best of those works.
The two books from the Antioch Press introduce two writers of
talent 'and promise. Of the two works, I like better the short novel by
Ashley Buck. Beyond Laughter is pot a new, bold work; in fact, we
. have seemed fo read something like it a good many times. It is a story
of adolescence, restle~, tragic, with the inevitable infatuation which
must leave its mark upon two pepple. But this modesty attracts one to
the novel. The writing is handled with economy, with quietness, and
with assurance;' Hemingway is a long way in the background; one finds
the work not an echo of others out adapted to the ,task and finished, a
" iif
most encouraging sign in a new writer. Warren Beck's stories were
written with a nose to the earth and consequent Teali~tic impact. They
generally sUffer"from lack of thematic and intellectual insight and per-
ceptio~. The best stories are those, such as "Shadow of a Green Olive
Tree," "'Unity, Coherence, and ...1'" "Encounter on a Pamassian
Slope," and "Between Two Worlds," in which this Intellectual ability
is emerging with considerable sureness. Both books from the Antioch
Press are presented attractively and well above the usual trade standard
for' printing and typographic design. ,
Polly Boyden's The Pink Egg is an allegory in which the protagon-
ists are birds. It is a social novel. At neither of the two levels of mean-
ing can the work be said to operate successfully: at the literal level the
birds are ~ot at all realistic, with only a slight correlation between char-
acter and natural habit as found, for example, in Chaucer's Parlement .
of E.oules; and at the allegorical level the insight into human affairs is
only piecemeal. Thus the novel is in no sense a considerable bit of
work, but it can be recommended as interesti,ng reading for entertain-
ment with a little more intellectual stimulation than one associates
with the stuff of rental libraries. Unfortunately, ,the Pamet Press, as the
..
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publicity says "a revival of that famous Provincetown artistic grouF
once centerin in the Provincetown Theatre," has given the book Cl
dress and forinat associated with the book intended for the rental
library.
Twice a Year presents in its double number VlIIpIX one of its besl
issues. There ~s first of all more fiction than usual, five pieces being pre.
sented, most ~ace dev()ted to two st;ctions from Malraux' new unfin-
ished novel. four other large sections are devoted to letters (George:
Sand and Rai~erMaria Rilke), examinations of the Civil War period
by Muriel ~~keyser and· Charles A: Madison, writings of Alfred
Stieglitz and ¢ommentaries:on his work by Carl Zigros's~r and RenT}
Miller, and tllIe regular section concerned with recent issues in civil
~iEerties. Thfe are a number of poems, as usual not selected with the:
rigor exerted: for the other sections, and some miscellaneous critical
comment. THough in book form, Twice a Year is one of our most val
uable critical ~eriodicals; and as others are stopping publication now,
it is heartening to see this one appear so lusty. ,
I
I
'Morning Ris~ and Other Poems, by Lincoln Fitzell. Albuquerque:
Sw~llow atild Critchlow (The Swallow Pamphlets 4), 1942. $.25.
" .
3 Spanish American Poets, by Carlos Pellicer, 'Pablo Neruda, and
Jorge Cal1era Andrade; translated by Mary and C. V. Wicker:
Joseph Le<i>nard Grucci, and Lloyd MalIan. Albuquerque: Swallo,"
and Critchllow, 1942. $~50. .
The Practice (Jf Poetry, by, Alan Swallow. Albuquerque: Swallow and
Critchlow, 1942. $.50.
Rocky Moun~ain Stories, edited by Ray B. West, Jr. Albuquerque:
Swallow al\ld 9ritchlow, 1941. Cloth, $1.00; paper, $.35.
Any perso~ who wishes to keep i~ touch with writing that is being
done in the It. '~ky Mountain region would do well to place a standing
order for the publications of Swallow and Critchlow, Albuquerque,
New Mexico. These two men have intrepidly undertaken to issue, in
inexpensive f rm, current writing of that region. Their publications t(J
date warrant ~rpport. ,
Mr. Fitzel~'s ~ong poem '"Morning Rise," which opens his volume,
stories in imp~essionisticpassages ~e distasteful life of a student who i~
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earning his way through college and glimpses his dreams. The free
verse form flows ea,sily, though it lacks characteristic rhythm. The other
poems are in regular meters, with expression that is, in several of them,
compromise between Victorian and Wastelandish.
It is a right idea to print, in these good neighborly days, translations
of the poems of South American writers. The reyiewer is so litde versed
in that literature that he must accept the words o£ the translators that
Carlos Pellicer, Pablo Neruda, and Jorge Carrera Andrade are among
thebest now writing. Pellicer, now in his forties, has setded, eviden!ly,
into definitely impressionistic concept and expression, playing with
sense impressions as an organist plays with chords. One hopes that the, -
original is more rhythmic than the translations. Neruda seems, in the
translations, to be a more sensitive and a more.original person; his
themes plow'deeper into human experience; his expression requires
more persistent·digging into meanings. The effort ofte~ yieldS values
that fully reward s\lch digging. The translator's rhythms read as though
they had followed the original closely; they seeltt never quite organic,
but are usually adequate. Andrade's poems have, the translator com-
ments, the strange kind of lyrical quality "found in Oriental brush draw-
ings and prints, in jade carvings, and in the way light shines on crystal."
The reviewer found such synesthetic exercise ahbost too much for him;
however, the poems themselves demanded s;milar transference of images
and unusual associations of both images and concepts. The "folklore
of industry" (again-borrowing the tran~lator'sphrase) is the most inter-
esting feature of the poems. These three South ,Americ~n poets belong
with the more "advanced" ·of the poets of the' American continents.
Mr. Swallow~s comments on. the practice of wr~ting verse lean
heavily on his assertion of th;e likeness between' verse and the short
story,. which the reviewer thinks overworked. 1£ the comments are fol-
.lowed, they would 'help a comparatively inexperienced writer, in some
of his verses, to be clear, and that would be a. gain.. However, the' com-
ments cannot be made to apply to all types of poetry and are in constant
need, which the length of the essay did not allow, of corollaries in the
nature of exceptions. The writer's comment on marketing is sane and,
for an inexperieQ.ced writer, informative.
Five of the seven tales in Rocky Mountain Stories are regional in
nature, tone, and expression-that is, they are conceived of a region of
which their action and their people are characteristic. The settings of
six of the seven are farms or claims or small towns. Mr. Vardis Fisher
. .
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and Mrs. Gr e Stone Coates tell their tales with' clear-cut conception
and "finished xpression.None of the others are as at home as story-
tellers as. Mr. Fisher; none c:atch in small details the understanding of
their persons so skilfully as Mrs. Coates. Mr. Paul Horgan and Mr. Ted
Olson write ~ cumbersome prose. ,The former does not manage to
bring his per~ons'actively into their very active actions-the idea seems
to have mean~more to him than,the people. The latter maintains a con-
, sistent atmosphere which h~ flirts with a quirk at the story's end, success-
fully. Mr. George Snell's "Letter to Elsie" is competent writing, por-
traying, as he lfrequently does, the heavy and slow-minded worker on the
land aroused to passion. M~. Wallace Stegner's "Dam Builder" suggests
with adroitne~smuch more of his protagonist's life than gets into words
on paper. It tS one of his eaTlier writings. Mr. Kees has written better
stories and skrtches than "The Ceremony." These seven writers are in
their thirties lor forties, should produce much good writing in coming
years, and th~refore should be watched. ..
I • H. G. MER R I A M
BRIEF REVIEWS
Dead Men Dlo Tell Tales~ by Byron de Prorok. New York: Creative
Age Press, Inc., 1942. $3.50.
And so dQ explorers. De Prorok travelled through western Ethiopia
to the Red Sea looking for archaeological sites, but the unwitting re~der
will need more than a spade t6 separate chit-chat from chaff. Some in-
teresting material was excavated, but this book should have been left in
the ground. ....
R. B.
Federal Finances. in the Coming Decade: Some Cumulative Possibilities~
by Carl ~umner Shoup. New York: Columbia University Press,
1941. $1.00.
This Httll book represents a type of statistical work that should be
done perioditally by those iin charge of planning federal finances. It is
an analysis oflppssibilities for the d<:;cade ending iI). 1951, and is based on
certain assumptions which seemed to the author (and to this reviewer)
reasonable in June, 1941-before the Pearl Harbor attack! That most
of the assuIIlJPtions have been knocked into a cocked hat cannot be
• I .
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blamed on the author "and in no way invalidates his approach to the
problem. To be sure, the conclusions of this particular analysis have
limited practical value, and it may be hoped that Professor Shoup will
revise his analysis now that we are a full-fledged participant in the war.
V. G. S.
Papers of Edward P. Costigan Relating to the Progressive Movement in
Colorado, I902-I9I7, edited by Colin B. Goodykoontz. University
of Colorado Historical Collections, Vol. IV. Boulder: University of
Colorado, 1941. $2.50.
This volume of some of the papers of Edward P. Costigan, promi-
nent lawyer and civil servant in Colorado, is a welcome addition to his-
torical material. Ably edited and well documented, the various speeches,
letters, and legal papers of Mr. Costigan are presented without bias,
showing his activity in the' struggle ~or better government in Denver
and in Colqrado. and his part, in the progressive movement of the
Republican Party.
D. W.
Sons of the West, Biographical Account of Early-Day Wyoming, by
Lorah B.~haffin. Caldwell, Idaho: The Caxtort Printers, Ltd., 1941.
~$3.00•
Beginning with reference to early Indian tribes, this volume follows,
in short biographical sketches, the gamut of explorers, trappers, traders,
trail blazers, stagemen, army fighters, railroad builders, cattlemen, and
political leaders -of the state of Wyoming. Sources "are newspapers and
interviews, plus other published material. The sketches are brief, some-
times superficial, and Serve only as a reflection of regional figures. .
D. W.
.
The World's Destiny and the United States: A Conference of the World
Citizens Association. Chicago: World Citizens Association, 1941.
., . ,-
$·5°· '.
The World's Destiny and the United States is a volume which offers
the results of a conference o~ experts in international relations, held at
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I
I
the Onwentsi~Club,Lake Forest, Illinois, in April, 1941. In the variety
of factors con,idered, in th~ strength of the conclusions reached, the
conference, cQ'nvoked by the World Citizens Association, through this
. report has mape .a decided contribution to the literature dealing with
the "problemslwhich will confront the democratic countries during and
after the war.'~
F. H. J.
Hitler's Counterfeit Reich: Behind the Scenes of the Nazi Economy, by
I •
Dr. Karl Robert. New York: Alliance Book Corporation, 1941.
$1.00. ~
Hitler's C~unterfeit Rei€h is another You Can't Do Business With
Hitler. Douglas Miller wrote the introduction. The argument rests on
.~e wel~-knowr.assumption that the Nazi s~ste~ o~ br.utal exploit~~on
In the Intern~lonal field, of utter corrupt.Ion In Its Internal pohtlcal
system, canno be harmonized with a system of free enterprise, of hon-
esty and dece cy in democratic politics. If further drawing the line
tighter in the ea!m of propaganda is necessary in order to win the war,
then the bookJ is"a contributiOn to that task. "
i'
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